
Egyptian has no verb meaning “to possess”, “to have”, nor yet any verb meaning “to 
belong to”. In order to express these notions, use is made of the preposition   

n, “to” together with its derivatives (Grammar §114). 

Grammar provides the following example: 

 

                          

  nn                  n =k                st 
  not           belongs to thee     it 
it does not belong to you 

In column 77 of the Dispute text we read: , nn n =s, does not belong to 

her, not for her. 

 

Therefore, nn n=i, means  does not belong to me, I do not have. 

 

In the passage that follows, occurs the short phrase  , n … =i, if the 

missing letters are nn, as the context suggests, then we arrive at the above sentence 

, nn n=i  I do not possess, I do not have. 

One more point to discuss before attempting translation is the word  or  

, btA. 

In the Book of the Dead (Papyrus of Any, Chapter 30B, plate 3, line 22) it is said of the 
“vindicated”: 

 

                        

    n                   gm            .n tw              btA         =f            nb                                       
  not                     was found            btA       in him       any 

No btA was found in him at all 
No sin has been found in him (Faulkner)  
 

In the Concise Dictionary the word btA is found to mean wrong and crime.  
 

 

39     

                     Hr           ir        sdm    n =i           bA                =i 
                                    if        listen  to me        Ba           mine 
If my Ba listens to me (Lichtheim) 
If my guiltless soul listens to me (Faulkner) 
If my soul, which is innocent, will listen to me (Wilson) 

  



   

             40                    
    n           [nn]          =i                    btA                    twt   
 not       [possess]       I                 wrong        likeness (image, figure) 
(that) I possess no wrong figure              
without malice (Lichtheim) 
guiltless (Faulkner) 
which is innocent,  (Wilson)  

 

 

         41  

   ib  =f         Hna   =i          iw    =f               r                 mar 
 heart  his    with   me         iw =f  r mar = he shall be successful                                     

his heart in accord with me, he shall be successful            
its heart in accord with me, it shall be happy, (Lichtheim)  
and its heart is in accord with me, it will be fortunate, (Faulkner) 
and its heart agrees with me, It will be fortunate (Wilson) 

 

 

                    
  rdi     =i               pH       =f                imnt                
 make  I           reach       he           the West             
I shall make him reach the West  
I shall make it reach the West (Lichtheim) 
for I will cause it to attain the West, (Faulkner) 
(Then) I shall make it reach the West (Wilson) 
 

 

 

             42      
    mi            nty     m                 mr           =f                                   
   like       one in there          pyramid     his             
like one in there whose pyramid 
like one who is in his tomb, (Lichtheim) 
like one who is in his pyramid (Faulkner) 
like one who is in his pyramid (Wilson)                        

 

 

 

 

 

 



      43  

     aHa      n                     Hry-tA                  Hr              qrs   =f    
   stand                        survivor             over         burial his 
stands a survivor over his burial 
whose burial a survivor tends.  (Lichtheim) 
to whose burial a survivor attended (Faulkner) 
at whose burial a survivor has stood (Wilson)  
                          

Resulting translation 
 
If my Ba would only heed what I say  
about not being I of the improper form,  
if he would agree with me, 
I would make him a successful Ba 
I would make him reach the West 
and be like on of those in there  
over whose burials pyramids are erected. 
 
It seems that both the man‟s and Ba‟s chances to reach the West depend on the 
form of the man. 

 
In the passage that follows Any (the name of the man being judged –from the famous 

papyrus of Any) calls himself red calf. I have no explanation to offer for the color 

but as regards the word calf  it means young god: 

 

                                
        ỉnk                mAs                dSr            nty             m         sSw 
      I am          the calf            red        which is       in     the writings 
                                                                                      (The Book of the Dead, Ch..84, plate 28, line 8) 

 
R.O.Faulkner translates chapter 84, from which the above passage is derived, not 

from the papyrus of Any because he mentions wild bull  instead of red 

calf , but the reference to the register is the same: “I am this Wild 
Bull who is in the writings”  In a gloss of his, on a passage from Utterance 
469, he asserts the fact that a register is meant: 
  

I am pure, I take my oar to myself, I occupy my seat, I seat in 
the bow of the ship of the two Enneads, I row Re to the West, 

and he establishes my seat above the owners of Ka, he records* 
me above the living. (Utt. 469 § 906) 

 

* ΖS  m, lit. „writes as‟. 

 
In a passage of chapter 17, the most important chapter of the collection, Any has 
already been proclaimed pure by the judges and so he fears no one. He exclaims: 

“Nobody can do any harm to me” and continues: 

 
..because I am among the followers of the Lord of All according 

to the records of the forms. 



 

                                                      
   Hr   ntt          tw=ỉ        m                 Sms           n         nb         r        Dr                   
 because      I am    among  the followers  of  the Lord  of     all 

 

 

                                                      
               r                         sSw                n                    xprw 
     according to    the writings      of            the forms  
                                                                                                                                                (Ch.17, plate 10, line 36) 

 

In the two translations below, the word xprw, , forms, has apparently 

been mistaken for the name of the god  xpri    or xprr   (also  ,   

) 

. 
Literal translation by W.Budge: 

 

….because I am among the followers of Neb-er-tcher according 

to the writings to Kheperu.  

                                                                       
Rendering by R.O.Faulkner: 

 
I am in the suite of the Lord of All at the edict of Khepri.  

 
                                                                                                           
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                  R.O.Faulkner, “The Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead” p. 34                  

 
                  Thoth stands ready to write down the results of the judgment. 
 
The second line of the opening section of Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead reads: 

 

 

 



               
       prt      m          hrw           m             xprw            nb            mry       =f 
to go out into    the day     in             form          any           likes      he 
to go out into the day in any form he likes, 
of coming out by day in forms of existence all [which] he pleaseth. (Budge) 
going out into the day, taking any shape in which he desires to be, (Faulkner) 
 

      
          Hba         r        snt                    Hmsi      m           sH         
  to  play     at   draughts,         to sit    in    the booth,           
 

 

                         
    prt                m                bA                       anxy 
to go out       as           a Ba               Living.  
 
 

                                        
       Dd mdw in                    wsir            sS                   Any 
Words spoken by         Osiris    the scribe         Any 
 
 

     
    m-xt                         mni         =f         
    after                         landed         he        

soon as he landed from the bark 
after he hath arrived in port (Budge) 
after he has died  (Faulkner) 
 

When the man said of the Ba:  iw =f  r mar, he shall be successful, he 

obviously meant that the Ba (currently an nnyw ) will be promoted to a Living one 

( ), to a bA anxy. 
 

In this case Budge is right. The verb mni , means to die only when 

determined by  or . 

 
 
In column 152 of the Dispute text reference is made to the time when the “vindicated” 
lands on the west bank (see part 2 of this article):  
 
 
 



        152        

      mr                     Hm                          pH    =k             imnt 
    wish             assuredly                  reach  you        the West 
Assuredly, it is wished that you reach the West, 
 

 

 

                    
                  sAH                             Haw   =k                tA 
          land from ship               body   yours         earth 
 (that you) land yourself from the ship (the ferryboat to the West)       

sAH tA = land from ship (concise dictionary p. 210)     HAw= living body, not corpse 
 

That your body joins the earth (Lichtheim) 

when your body goes to earth (Faulkner) 

and thy body join the earth (Wilson) 

 

Although it is known that the West is arrived at by boat, the expression sAH tA 
aquired the extra meaning of go to earth = be buried  due to its appearing in the 

above passage. (concise dictionary p. 210)    
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


